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Abstract
E is an extension of C++ language providing database types and persistence. Persistence in E
entails some form of dynamic linking of method code. This is because a program might encounter,
on the persistent store, an object whose type was not known to the program when it was compiled.
This necessitates dynamic linking of the method code of the corresponding type to the program so
that the type definition is made available to the program. The current run-time support library
provided by E is inadequate for this purpose. We modify and extend the run-time library of E by
adding functionalities to dynamically link and unlink object modules. We then present the design
of a class Type to facilitate persistent types. Each user-defined type will have a unique persistent
Type object associated with it. Class Type provides methods for dynamic linking and unlinking of
user-defined classes using the extended run-time support. In addition, class Type ensures identity
of user-defined types, i.e., each user-defined type will have a unique identity across compilations of
a program.
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1 Introduction
Incremental linking and loading are desirable for evolutionary software development. Traditional
compile, load and go techniques require the shutting down of an application whenever a new
software component has to be added to the application. It can be useful to allow a user to add a
new software component to a running program on the fly so as to facilitate rapid prototyping.
Object-oriented design inherently supports incremental development of software. In the case of
an object-oriented language like C++, the basic problem with incremental linking is to provide a
technique for adding a new class to a running program. To add a new class to a running program,
we need to address the following issues:
1. We should be able to create instances of the class, which is yet to be defined, from the original
program.
2. We should be able to invoke operations on objects of the new class from the original program
in a type-safe manner.
Each of the problems has an elegant solution in C++ in the form of virtual functions. In the case
of the second problem, in order to access the dynamically loaded code from a running program,
the running program needs a late binding mechanism that maps the method calls to dynamically
loaded methods. The virtual function dispatch mechanism of C++ is ideally suited for this. Each
object has an embedded pointer to a per class virtual table of pointers to methods. A virtual
function call on an object is implemented as an indirect call through the virtual table. Hence, as
long as the newly loaded class is a derived class of a known class, it is possible to invoke operations
on the instances of the newly loaded class in a type-safe manner.
A variety of solutions have been proposed under the generic label of "virtual constructors" for
the first problem [1]. Even though C++ does not allow constructors to be virtual, a somewhat
similar effect can be achieved by some simple programming techniques. For example, several
techniques have been discussed for the virtual constructor idiom in [4]. One of them, which is
of relevance to incremental code development, is the exemplar idiom. An exemplar of a class is
a designated instance of that class from which new instances of the same class can be "cloned"
by invoking a particular virtual function on it. A slightly different approach to this problem is
presented in [3] in the context of an object-oriented operating system, Choices. It introduces a
class Class to store information about newly defined classes. Each newly defined class has a Class
object associated with it which contains a pointer to the addressable constructor of the class. The
addressable constructor invokes the traditional constructor of the class.
Thus we see that incremental linking is desirable in certain applications and it is possible to
incorporate such a facility into an object oriented system. But when we add persistence to C++,
we have to address a new problem . A program should be able to invoke operations on objects
that are already existing on a persistent store. It may so happen that the program does not know
the type of an object that it encounters on a persistent store because that instance was created by
another program which shares the persistent store with the original program. Hence in the case
of persistent languages, some form of dynamic loading of method code is necessary to handle such
situations. In this paper, we address some important issues related to incremental linking in a
particular persistent version of C++, E[2].
E is a version of C++ designed for writing software systems to support persistent applications.
E augments C++ with database types, iterators, collections and transaction support. E mirrors the
existing C++ types and type constructors with corresponding database types (db-types) and db-
type constructors. Db-types are used to describe the types of objects in a database. In particular,
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a dbclass is the database counterpart of the normal C++ class. Only the instances of a dbclass are
allowed to be persistent. E provides a new storage class persistent which is the basis for creating
objects on a persistent store. If the declaration of a named db-type object specifies that its storage
class is persistent, then that object retains its value between executions of the program and it
survives any crashes of the program. For transaction support, E provides library calls to begin,
commit or abort a transaction. These calls are supported by the EXODUS storage manager [9].
A persistent object can be shared among several programs. This is achieved by linking the object
module containing the definition of the persistent object to any program which needs to have access
to that persistent object.
The current implementation of E has some shortcomings as discussed in [2]. These problems
basically arise from the standard C/UNIX model of compiling and linking programs which is in-
sufficient to support a persistent language like E. We describe these problems briefly below:
1. Type Identity. E does not maintain persistent types. Programs share classes by textual inclu-
sion of the corresponding header files. Suppose a program creates a persistent object of type
T and later another program with a different definition for T manipulates this object. In such
a case, the database can easily be corrupted. That means E should maintain the identity for
each user-defined type. In addition, each persistent object should carry sufficient information
to identify its type. Hence object persistence entails type persistence. The current implemen-
tation of E provides only an approximation to type identity. For each user-defined class, the
compiler computes a hash value from the class definition. This hash value serves as a type
tag and is stored in each persistent instance of the class. The type tag serves in identifying
the appropriate virtual function table at run-time when a virtual function is invoked on the
object.
2. Type Availability. Often it is possible for a program to encounter an object on the persistent
store whose type was not known at the time the program was compiled. Suppose a program
P1 creates a persistent collection pc whose elements are of type B. P1 traverses pc and
invokes a virtual function f () on each element of pc. Another program P2 defines a new
type D which is derived from B and then adds an instance of type D to pc. If P1 is run
again, an "unknown type" error occurs when it tries to invoke the virtual function f () on
the newly added instance. Neither the virtual table nor the method code for the class D is
present in the address space of P1. So, whenever an instance of a new sub-type is added to
pc, the program P1 needs to be updated by linking the code for the new type to P1. This
is not desirable for two reasons: (a) it is not in keeping with good object-oriented design; and
(b) programs P1 and P2 might be running concurrently. Hence, we conclude that dynamic
linking of method code is necessary in such situations.
In this paper we address these issues and present solutions for the problems of type identity,
type persistence and type availability in E. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
2 we describe briefly the run-time environment of E. In particular, we describe the implementation
of virtual function dispatch mechanism and the initialization and destruction of named persistent
objects. In section 3 we describe a technique for dynamic linking and unlinking of an object
module (which typically contains the definition of a user-defined class). In Section 4, we describe
the design and implementation of a class Type which facilitates dynamic linking and unlinking
of user-defined classes. We demonstrate a technique to solve type availability problem mentioned
above by modifying the virtual function dispatch mechanism of E. We also show how the class
Type ensures the type identity by maintaining a unique persistent Type object for each user-defined
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class. In Section 5 we summarize and also discuss some unresolved issues such as object migration
across type changes.
2 Run-time Environment in E
In this section, we briefly describe the run-time support provided by E to handle virtual function
dispatch and initialization of persistent objects. (The implementation of persistence in E is dis-
cussed in detail in [6]). In the next section we extend this run-time support to provide a mechanism
for dynamic linking and unlinking of object modules. We also modify the virtual function dispatch
mechanism to facilitate dynamic linking of classes.
2.1 Virtual Function Dispatch
C++ implements virtual functions by generating a virtual table (vtbl) for each class having a
virtual function. The vtbl is a table of addresses of appropriate virtual methods. Every instance of
such a class will have an embedded pointer (vptr) to the vtbl of its class. At run-time, invocation of
a virtual function on an instance involves an indirection through the vtbl. In the case of persistent
instances, the above implementation will no longer suffice, because we cannot store the address of
a dispatch table in a persistent instance. That address is valid only for a particular run of one
program. Several solutions have been proposed to handle virtual function invocation on persistent
instances. An approach to this problem has been presented in the context of a persistent object-
oriented language O++ in [10]. The solution involves modifying each user-specified constructor.
Whenever a persistent instance is read into memory, the vptr is set to the correct vtbl address by
invoking the modified constructor on that instance. The modified constructor only 'fixes' the vptr
but otherwise leaves the instance unchanged.
E implements a different solution for this problem. For every dbclass having virtual functions,
the compiler generates a unique integer type tag and every instance of the dbclass will contain this
tag. This type tag is generated by computing a hash value from the class definition; same class
definition hashes to the same tag in different compilations. E introduces a global hash table for
mapping the type tags to virtual table addresses. To call a virtual function, the hash function
is applied on the type tag to get the vtbl address and then proceed as before by indexing into
the virtual table. Figure 1 illustrates the virtual function mechanism of E. The run-time library
of E provides a function dbGetVtbl which returns the address of the virtual table (vptr) given
the address of a db-instance (Figure 2). dbGetVtbl hashes on the integer type tag (stored in the
instance) to find the hash table index. If the correct entry is found at that index, it extracts the
vptr and returns it. Otherwise, it aborts the currently running transaction. The global hash table
is initialized at program start-up to make entries for all the dbclasses in a particular program. The
mechanism for initialization and destruction of static objects is extended to also initialize the hash
table. This is described in Section 2.3.
2.2 Initialization of Persistent Objects
In C++, the initialization of nonlocal static objects in a translation unit is done before the first
use of any function or object defined in that translation unit [1]. It is generally done before the
first statement of main(). Destructors for initialized static objects are called when returning from
main(). These actions are performed in each execution of a program. In E, persistent objects have
to be handled differently from transient objects with respect to initialization and destruction. A
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Global Hash Vtbl
Table
Figure 1: Virtual Function Dispatch in E
void * dbGetVtbl( thispt, vptoffset)
pDBREF thispt;
int vptoffset; / * offset of vptr field from this_pt */
{/*
1. get type tag value by dereferencting this-pt.
2. hash into the E_hash table to get
the entry for the correct virtual table.
3. if an entry is found then
return the pointer to virtual table (vptr)
else
call E abort to abort the transaction
*/
Figure 2: dbGetVtbl Function
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persistent object has to be initialized only once in its life time and it must be initialized before any
program actually uses it. In general, all the persistent objects declared in an E source module are
initialized when the corresponding object module is linked to any program for the first time. For
each source module, E maintains a persistent flag indicating whether the persistent objects in that
module have already been initialized or not. The run-time support provides a function EPinit to
perform this one-time initialization of persistent variables.
2.3 Start and Termination of an E Program
The current version of E extends GNU C++ [7] to provide support for persistence. In this section,
we explain briefly how E extends the static initialization mechanism of GNU C++ for initializing
persistent variables and the global hash table (used in virtual function dispatch). GNU C++
employs different techniques (depending on the operating system and executable file format) to
handle the initialization and destruction of static variables. One of the techniques, which can
easily be extended to dynamic linking, uses a program called collect2 during the linkage step
of the object modules. The collect2 program operates on a set of object files to collect static
initialization and destruction information from them. It builds two lists: a list of initialization
functions, __CTOR_LIST__, and a list of termination functions, __DTOR_LIST__ These lists are
generated as C code and the C code is compiled and linked along with the rest of the object
modules. At program start-up, the __CTOR_LIST__ is traversed in the forward order to invoke all
the static constructors; at program exit time, the __DTOR_LIST__ is traversed in the reverse order
to invoke the global destructors.
E extends the collect2 program to also collect information about static persistent variables
and virtual tables and the information is stored in the lists __PTOR_LIST__ and __VTOR_LIST__
respectively.
At the start-up time of an E program, the E run-time library function E.main() performs the
static initialization through the following sequence of actions:
1. Invoke all the static constructors by scanning the list of pointers to constructors in the list
__CTOR_LIST__.
2. Initialize all the static persistent variables by scanning the list __PTOR_LIST__ (this is handled
by the E run-time function EPinit mentioned earlier).
3. Scan the list __VTOR_LIST__. For each entry found in the list, find the corresponding integer
type tag and make an entry in the global hash table for the type tag.
At the exit time of an E program, the E run-time library function _Eexit () invokes the destructors
for the static variables by traversing the list __DTOR_LIST__.
In the next section, we will show how we modify the collect2 program to do essentially the
same sequence of steps as above during dynamic linking.
3 Dynamic Linking and Unlinking of Object Modules
In order to be able to load an object module into a running program, we need the services of a
dynamic linker. We use Dld [5] which is a dynamic linker that follows an approach for dynamic
link or unlink editing based on a library of link editing functions that can add compiled object code
to or remove such code from a process anytime during its execution. This is a genuine dynamic
linker/unlinker in the sense that all the functionalities performed by a traditional linker, namely,
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loading modules, searching libraries, resolving external references, and allocating storage for global
and static data structures, are all performed at run-time.
The basic functions provided by Did are as given below:
1. The function dldlink dynamically links in the named relocatable object or library file into
memory. If the named file is a relocatable object, it is completely loaded into memory. If
it is a library file, only those modules defining an unresolved external symbol are loaded.
Storage for the text and data of the dynamically linked modules is allocated in the heap of
the executing process. After all modules are loaded, as many external references are resolved
as possible.
2. The function dldunlinkby_file is simply the reverse of the above function. The spec-
ified module is removed from the memory and the memory allocated to it is de-allocated.
Additionally, the resolution of external symbols is undone.
3. The function dldgetfunction returns the address of its string argument which should be
the name of a function symbol.
For the purpose of dynamic linking and unlinking of E object modules, we modify the
collect2 program. This modified program is called collectd. The collect-d program
takes the name of an object module as input and performs the following:
(a) It scans the object module to collect information about the static constructors, static
destructors, persistent variables and virtual tables. This information is generated in the
local lists, __CTOR_LIST1__, __DTOR_LISTi__,__PTOR_LIST1__, and __VTORLIST1__
respectively in the form of C code. It also generates two module-specific routines, for ini-
tialization (init_) and termination (deinit_). These routines set the global pointers
__CTORLISTD__,__DTORLISTD__,__PTOR_LIST_D__, and __VTOR_LISTD__, to the
corresponding local pointers __CTORLISTi__,__DTORLIST__,__PTORLIST1__, and
__VTOR_LIST1__ respectively during dynamic linking/unlinking of a module.
(b) It forks a process to compile the C code generated above.
We now define two functions: E_link and Eunlink on top of the did functions listed above.
E_link dynamically links in an object module into a running process and performs appropriate
initializations, as described below.
1. Dynamic Linking. The steps performed in this task are:
(a) Run the collect-d program on the object module.
(b) Invoke dld.link() to link both the object module and the compiled version of the
code generated by collect-d.
2. Dynamic Initialization. The steps performed in this task are:
(a) Invoke the _init_ () function of the module through dldgetfunction().
(b) Traverse the list __CTOR_LIST_D__ to invoke static constructors.
(c) Invoke the function EPinit on the list __PTOR_LIST_D__ to initialize the persistent
objects. EPinit will intialize the persistent objects only if this module is being
linked for the first time.
(d) Update the global hash table to make entries for the new vtbls by traversing the list
__VTOR_LIST_D__.
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Figure 3 shows the C code generated from the collected program for the dbclass A shown in
Figure 5. Eunlink simply undoes whatever Elink has done before. It performs two tasks:
dynamic destruction and dynamic unlinking as described below:
1.Dynamic Destruction. The sequence of actions performed in this task are:
(a) Invoke the function deinit () of the module through dldgetfunction().
(b) Traverse the list __DTOR_LIST_D__ to invoke the destructors of the static variables.
(c) Traverse the list __VTORLIST_D__ to update the global hash table by deleting the
corresponding hash table entries.
2. Dynamic Unlinking Invoke the function dldunlink_byfile to unlink the object
module from the running process.
Note that in the above sequence it is crucial that the destructors are called before the vtbl is
removed from the memory so as to be able to handle virtual destructors.
4 Dynamic Linking and Unlinking of Classes
In the previous section, we have described a technique for dynamic linking/unlinking of an
object module. But these operations by themselves are not sufficient in an object-oriented
language like E. This is because of dependencies between classes. For example a dbclass A
might be a subclass of a dbclass B. Hence, before the object code for A is loaded, we have to
make sure that the object code for B has already been loaded into the memory. This is for
ensuring the proper construction of an instance of A as well as virtual function invocation.
Thus we notice that , for each user-defined dbclass, there should be some minimal run-time
type information associated with it. This run-time type information can then be used by the
load routines to properly load all the required object modules. For dynamic linking purposes,
the only type information needed is the list of base class names. The run-time type support
is provided by means of defining a class Type. For each user-defined dbclass, a persistent
instance of Type is created which contains the type information about the user-defined class
such as the list of names of base classes.
4.1 Class Type
The declaration and definition of class Type is shown in Figure 4. The dbclass Type provides
methods load and unload to perform dynamic loading and unloading of a dbclass respectively.
The load method checks that all the base classes are loaded and then invokes Elink to
dynamically link the object module to the running process. The unload method simply
unlinks the object module by invoking Eunlink.
All the Type instances are allocated on a global persistent collection:
persistent collection<Type> type_collection;
All the programs share this typecollection.
In the next two sections, we will show how the problems mentioned in Section 1, namely, type
identity and type availability can be solved using the Type class.
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typedef void entrypt();
extern entry_pt x2 asm ("__GLOBAL_$I$__1Ai");
static entry_pt * _CTOR_LIST1 D = {
(entry-pt *) 1,
x2,
0
})~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~10
static entry_pt * _DTOR_LIST1_a = {
(entrypt *) 0,
0
};
void * x3 asm ("__GLOBAL_$P$Ae");
static void * _PTORLIST1_0 = {
(void *) 1, 20
&x3,
0
};
void * xl asm ("__GLOBAL_$V$_vtAAe");
static void * _VTORLIST1_- ({
(void *) 1,
&xl,
0 30
};
extern entry_pt** CTOR LIST D, **_DTOR LISTD_;
extern void** _PTOR LIST_D, **_VTOR LIST D_;
void initAe (){
_CTOR.LISTD_ = _CTORLIST1_;
_PTORLISTD_ = _PTORLIST1_;
_VTORLISTD_ = VTORLIST1_;
40
void de_init_Ae )(
_VTOR LISTD_ = _VTORLIST1_;
_DTORLISTD_ = _DTORLIST1_;
Figure 3: Output from the collect-d program
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// File Type.h
dbclass Type {
String name; // name of the class
StringList baseclasslist; // list of base class names
dbint type-tag;
protected:
Type(String& n,StringList& b =0); // protected constructor
public:
-Type();
static Type* create_type(String&,StringList&); lo
static int loadtype(int tagval); // loads a type definition given tag
int load(); // load this type
int unload(); // unload this type
};
// File Type.e
// static method to enforce type identity
#include "Type. h"
#include <E/collection.h> 20
persistent collection<Type> type_collection;
Type* Type::createtype(String& n, StringList& b)
{
collection_scan<Type>ts(typecollection);
Type* tptr;
while (tptr = ts.next())
if (tptr->name == n)
Error("Type already exists!"); 30
return new (typecollection) Type(n,b);
}
int Type::load_type(int tag_val)
{
collection_scan<Type>ts(typecollection);
Type* tptr;
while (tptr = ts.next())
if (tptr->type_tag == tag_val)
return tptr->load(); 40
return 0;
}
Figure 4: Definition of Class Type
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// file A.h
#include "Type. h"
dbclass A {
dbint a;
public:
A (int i);
virtual A ();
virtual int f();
static persistent Type* type_ptr; 10
};
// file A.e
#include "A.h"
A::A(int i) {a=i;}
A::-A({}
int A::f() {printf("%d\n" ,a);}
// Initialization for the static member 'type_ptr' 20
persistent Type* A::typeptr = Type::create type("A");
Figure 5: Idiom for Type Identity for a Dbclass A
4.2 Type Identity
In this section, we describe an idiom for ensuring type identity for user-defined classes. The
class Type maintains a persistent collection of Type instances. It also ensures that at any time
there exists exactly one persistent Type instance for a given user-defined class. This constraint
is enforced by the createtype method of Type class (see Figure 4). Since the constructor for
dbclass Type is protected, the only way to create Type instances is through the static method
createtype. The createtype method scans the type_collection to check if there is
already a Type instance in the collection with the same name. If so, it generates an error
message. Otherwise, it creates a new Type instance and returns a pointer to that instance.
We need a mechanism to install a persistent Type object on the type collection for each user-
defined class. This Type object has to be created the first time the object module containing
the type definition is linked (statically or dynamically) to any program. We demonstrate this
with a simple example. Consider a dbclass A. Figure 5 shows the class definition and the
relevant code. Each user-defined class should have a static pointer to the appropriate Type
object. This static pointer has the persistent storage class. That means, it is initialized
only once in its life-time. It is initialized the first time the object module is ever linked to any
program either statically or dynamically. Moreover, the pointer is initialized to the return
value of the function Type:: createtype which enforces the type identity. This way we can
ensure that user-defined types have unique identity across compilations of programs.
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#include "A.c"
#include "Type. c"
#include <trans.h>
extern collection<A> a coll;
main()
{
E BeginTransaction();
// Scan the Type collection
collectionscan<Type>ts(type_collection); 10
Type* t;
while (t=ts.next())
t->load();
collection_scan<A> as(a coll);
A* a;
while (a=as.next())
a->f(); // f( is some virtual function
E CommitTransaction();
}
20
Figure 6: A Solution to Type Availability Problem
4.3 Type Availability
In this section, we propose two solutions to the problem of type availability discussed in
Section 1.
Consider a dbclass A and a persistent collection of A instances, collA which is shared between
several programs. Note that, for every user-defined class, there exists one unique persistent
Type instance on the typecollection which is shared by all the programs. Before scanning
every shared collection, we have to scan the Type collection to ensure that all types are loaded
into the program. This way, we can make sure that the program does not encounter any object
on the shared collection whose type is not known to it. Figure 6 shows the listing for this.
Another important thing is that while one program is scanning a shared collection, we need
to prevent other programs to create any new Type instance on the typecollection. Thus,
the scanning of both the type collection and the shared collection have to be done in a single
transaction.
As we can easily notice, the above solution is a very conservative one. If the typecollection
is very large, then scanning it whenever a shared collection is to be scanned could be expensive.
Hence we propose a solution which entails modifying the virtual function dispatch mechanism
(dbGetVtbl function).
Instead of ensuring all type definitions are properly loaded into a program before scanning
each shared collection, we would like to handle the situation only when the need arises. That
means, when we realize that a hash table entry is not found for a given type tag, we can arrange
to load the corresponding type definition. Class Type provides a static method loadtype for
this purpose. This function takes a type tag as an argument, finds the corresponding Type
object in the type_collection, and loads the object module corresponding to that type.
Figure 7 shows the modified GetVtbl function. This method does not incur any extra cost
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// Modified dbGetVtbl function
#include "Type. c"
void * dbGetVtbl(pDBREF this_pt, int vpt offset)
// 'vptoffset' is the offset of vptr field from this_pt
{
/*
1. get type tag value by dereferencting thispt.
2. hash into the Ehash table to get o10
the entry for the correct virtual table.
3. if an entry is found then
3a. return the pointer to virtual table (vptr)
else
3b. call Type::load_type(type_tag_value);
3c. hash into the E_hash table to get
the entry for the correct virtual table
3d. if an entry is found then
return the pointer to virtual table (vptr)
else 20
call _E_abort to abort the transaction.
*/
}
Figure 7: Modified dbGetVtbl Function
for normal virtual function calls. It incurs a one-time cost to load a particular object module
when an instance of unknown type is encountered on a shared collection.
4.4 MetaClass
So far we have demonstrated a way of dynamically linking and unlinking classes in a E pro-
gram. In this section, we present a method for creating instances of a dynamically linked
class and maintaining those instances. We define a dbclass MetaClass for this purpose. Just
as a Type instance manages the type information of user-defined class, a MetaClass instance
manages the persistent instances of a user-defined class. The class definition of MetaClass
is shown in Figure 8. A persistent MetaClass instance is created on the persistent collection
metacollection for each user-defined class. A MetaClass instance for a user-defined class
contains a collection of instances, called the extent of the class. All user-defined classes are
derived from root class. We introduce the notion of persistent exemplar idiom which is a
natural extension of the exemplar idiom discussed in [4] to the domain of persistence (Figure
9). A persistent exemplar is a designated persistent instance of a persistent type which is
created once for the life-time of that type. This persistent exemplar instance can be shared
by any program which also shares the corresponding persistent type. That means, a program
can create the instance of a dbclass through the corresponding exemplar instance without
textually including the type definition for that dbclass. The extended dbGetVtbl function
(defined earlier) will take care of the dynamic linking of the appropriate object modules
into the program. Each MetaClass instance contains a pointer to a persistent exemplar in-
stance of the corresponding user-defined class. Both the MetaClass and persistent exemplar
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// file MetaClass.h
#include <E/collection.h>
#include <E/dbStrings.h>
#include "Type.h"
dbclass root {
public:
root(); //cconstructor
virtual -root();
virtual root* make(collection<root>*)=0; 10
};
dbclass MetaClass {
dbchar* name;
collection<root> extent;
root* exemplar;
Type* tptr;// pointer to the 'Type' object
int updateextent(); // to support type changes
public:
MetaClass(dbchar*,root*); 20
-MetaClass();
root* createinstance();
static root* create instance(dbchar* );
};
// file MetaClass.e
persistent collection<MetaClass> meta_collection;
root* MetaClass::create instance() { 30
return exemplar->make(&extent);
}
root* MetaClass::create instance(dbchar* n) 
collection_scan< MetaClass>mcs(metacollection);
MetaClass* mptr;
while (mptr=mcs.next())
if (strcmp(mptr->name,n)==0)
return mptr->create_instance();
return 0; 40
Figure 8: Definition of MetaClass
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#include "root. h"
#include "MetaClass. h"
class Exemplar{public:Exemplar() { } ;};
dbclass A:public root{
public:
A(){);
-A();
root* make(collection<root>* c){
return new (*c) A(;
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~} lo~~~~~~~~~~~~10
};
persistent A exemplarA();
persistent MetaClass* meta_class_A =
new (meta_collection) MetaClass("A" ,&exemplar_A);
Figure 9: Persistent Exemplar
instances of a dbclass are created the first time the object module containing the class defini-
tion is linked (statically or dynamically) to any program. This persistent exemplar instance
can then be shared by any program which also shares the metacollection. The static
method createinstance of MetaClass takes a class name as argument and searches the
metacollection for the corresponding MetaClass instance. If the MetaClass instance is
found, a new instance is created on the extent of the class by invoking the make() operation
on the exemplar instance of the MetaClass instance.
5 Conclusion
We have discussed some important issues related to incremental linking in a persistent object-
oriented language like E. We have presented a layered approach to the problem of incremen-
tally adding or modifying classes to a running program. The bottom-most layer is a dynamic
linker Dld which can perform certain basic dynamic link-editing functions. We have then
presented a method to dynamically link and unlink E object files. The function Elink dy-
namically links in an object file into the program, makes an entry in the global hash table for
each virtual table found in the object module, allocates and initializes the static persistent
variables (if the module is being linked in for the first time), and initializes the static transient
variables. The function Eunlink destroys the static transient variables, removes the rele-
vant vtbl entries from the global hash table, and unlinks the object module from the address
space of the program. The top-most layer consists of class Type which provides methods
to dynamically link and unlink E classes. We have modified the virtual function invocation
mechanism of E so that if a program attempts to invoke a virtual function on a persistent
instance whose type is unknown to the program, the method code of the corresponding class
is dynamically loaded into the program through the corresponding Type object. By making
the type information pertaining to each user-defined class persistent in the form of a Type
instance, both type identity and type persistence are achieved.
We have also designed a MetaClass to facilitate the creation and maintainance of all instances
(the extent) of a user-defined subclass. Each MetaClass instance has a pointer to a persistent
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exemplar instance (of the corresponding class) through which new instances of the subclass
can be created. The updateextent method of MetaClass provides a framework for object
migration. That means, whenever a user-defined type gets modified, all the existing instances
of that type have to be migrated to the new version of the type.
In our experience, the design of E lends itself to easy extension. In particular, the virtual
function dispatch mechanism of E makes the dynamic linking and unlinking of a class easier.
The design we have proposed above has been implemented in the framework of an expert
system tool called COSMOS [8]. COSMOS is an object-oriented design tool which extends C++
with rules. The rules are executed in an interpretive environment so as to facilitate rapid
prototyping of expert system applications. Such an environment demands incremental addi-
tion/modification of user-defined classes and we have found the above framework to be quite
useful for that purpose.
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